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If you have not already done so, it is time to start putting a plan in place for
compliance with Arizona’s new paid sick leave law. Among other penalties, an
employer who fails to provide paid sick time as required can be found liable for
triple damages. By July 1, 2017, all businesses with employees in the State of Arizona
must be in compliance, including augmenting payroll practices to ensure complete
and accurate reporting of accrued sick leave on pay stubs, preparation of required
notices to employees, and updating policies and procedures.

With the passage of Arizona’s Proposition 206 last year, Arizona joined a handful of
other states to implement a mandatory sick leave law. Employers with employees in
Arizona will be required to offer their employees mandatory “paid sick time”
(“PST”) by July 1, 2017. Whereas small businesses are exempt from coverage under
Arizona’s minimum wage law, the PST requirements of Arizona’s Fair Wages and
Healthy Families Act (the “Act”) apply to all businesses, regardless of size.

The amount of required PST accrual varies depending on the number of employees
in the employer’s workforce. For employers with 15 or more employees, employees
must accrue a minimum of one hour of earned PST for every 30 hours worked, but
employees are not entitled to accrue or use more than 40 hours of earned PST per
year. For employers with fewer than 15 employees, employees still earn one hour of
earned PST for every 30 hours worked, but employers can cap the accrual and use
of PST at 24 hours per year.

Part-time and temporary workers are also covered by the Act and are entitled to
accrue and use PST. Salaried employees who are exempt from the Fair Labor
Standards Act’s minimum wage and overtime requirements are presumed to work
40 hours in each work week for purposes of calculating PST accrual, unless their
normal work week is less than 40 hours, in which case their earned PST will accrue
based on actual hours worked.
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Generally, unused earned PST must be carried forward to the following year consistent with the accrual limits of the Act.
Employers may forego this requirement by following a procedure specified in the Act, which includes paying out any
unused PST. The Act, however, does not require that accrued PST be paid out upon termination of employment. Under
Arizona law, employers may maintain policies requiring employees to forfeit accrued and unused paid leave if the
employees have the “reasonable expectation” that they will lose the accrued and unused leave upon termination of
employment. Therefore, employers should maintain clear written policies informing employees about whether or not the
employer pays out accrued and unused PST upon termination of employment.

Employees can use their PST hours for a variety of reasons, including: their own mental or physical illness, injury, or
health condition; the mental or physical illness, injury, or health condition of a family member; absences related to abuse,
stalking, sexual violence, or domestic violence of either the employee or the employee’s family member; and/or when a
public health emergency causes the employee’s workplace to close, or the employee’s child’s school or daycare to close.

Critically, employers can only require reasonable documentation in support of an absence if an employee has used PST
for three or more consecutive days. Under no circumstances may an employer require that an employee specify the
relevant health condition or the details of domestic violence, sexual violence, abuse or stalking necessitating the use of
PST.

Employers should also note that the new law includes specific employee protections that make it unlawful for an
employer to retaliate or discriminate against an employee for using accrued PST or exercising his or her rights under the
Act. Notably, if an employer takes any adverse action against an employee within 90 days of a person’s use of PST, the
Act provides a rebuttable presumption that the action was retaliatory.

Employers should promptly take the following steps:

■ Update Polices. Arizona employers should consult counsel to ensure their policies are updated to comply with the
Act. Many existing policies, including “use it or lose it” policies, will likely not be compliant.

■ Notice Requirements. Employers must be sure to follow the Act’s specific notice requirements. This includes
displaying the Industrial Commission of Arizona’s model workplace poster addressing PST, a copy of which is available
here: www.azica.gov/posters-employers-must-display.

■ Recordkeeping Requirements. Employers should coordinate with their internal payroll personnel or outside payroll
administrators to ensure PST will be tracked and reported consistent with the Act.

View a PDF of the article here.
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